
Unlock the full power of 
Microsoft 365 with 

Empower users, drive adoption, automate governance,  

day-to-day management and security of Microsoft 365 with 

Orchestry. Built for IT Administrators, with end-users in mind. 



Whether you are just starting with 
Microsoft 365, taming Microsoft 365  
sprawl following a messy Teams 
deployment, or looking to accelerate 
MS Teams success, Orchestry will 
maximize your return on investment in 
Microsoft 365, cut operational costs, 
improve efficiency and collaboration 
across the entire organization. 
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Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with
Put your Microsoft 365 governance and everyday IT tasks on autopilot.

Orchestry
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Governance
Put your Microsoft 365 governance 
and everyday IT tasks on autopilot.

$15,000

Orchestry users save 
$15,000, on average, 
in costs per Teams/
Group/Site template, 
governance, provision 
and administration.

Define your own 

Provisioning & Lifecycle 

Management Policies, role 

& permission assignment for 

Microsoft Teams, SharePoint, 

Team Sites.

Set up guardrails for the 

users by applying the right 

Policies and governance 

standards to the right 

Workspace templates and 

existing content.

02 0301

Sit back, relax, and 
watch Orchestry 

automatically engage content 

owners to clean up, organize 

and govern your tenant.

Govern the creation of Workspaces 
though a single interface. 



Build or modify Orchestry’s pre-built 

business-first Workspace templates and 

embed them with security, governance 

guardrails, and adoption resources.

Go beyond out-of-the-box MS Teams 

templates with support for preconfigured 

Channels, Tabs, Apps, and more.

Provisioning
Delight end-users and drive adoption 
with self-service provision of Workspaces.

Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with
Delight end-users and drive adoption with self-service provision of Workspaces.

Orchestry
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Drive adoption by letting the users create 

& customize Workspaces in Orchestry’s 

intuitive Workspace Request Wizard with 

control, but without the endless bottlenecks.

Orchestry users 
save 30 minutes, on 
average, provisioning 
a single Team, 
Group, SharePoint or 
Communication site.

Provide feedback, approve, and govern 

Workspace requests in a single interface.  



Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with
Eliminate end-user tool confusion and get them EXCITED about using Microsoft 365.

Orchestry
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Adoption
Eliminate end-user tool confusion and get 
them EXCITED about using Microsoft 365.

Leverage an existing library of business-first scenario templates, or create your own, filled with 

the right tools for the job, and never hear “what should I use for...” questions from the end-users again.

Allow users to request and customize workspaces in a streamlined and intuitive 
step-by-step way, which is bound to delight even the most non-technical users.

Import existing Teams, SharePoint and Communication sites into Orchestry’s Informative 
Workspace directory to make it ridiculously easy for users to browse and quickly access them. 

Automatically alert users of potential duplication when creating or requesting 
Workspaces with similar names or metadata to reduce redundancies and frustrations.

Orchestry users see a 
27% increase, on average, 
in Microsoft 365 adoption 
in the first 2 months.



Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with
Become every department and team’s IT superhero without the super effort or extra hours.

Orchestry
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Workspace templates
Become every department and team’s IT superhero 
without the super effort or extra hours.

Meet the unique needs 
of different departments 
and teams by leveraging a 

comprehensive library of 

Orchestry’s business scenario 

templates for Teams, SharePoint 

and Communication sites 

created by M365 MVPs and 

validated by 1000s of real users.

Standardize common 
business processes 
including employee onboarding 

and offboarding, inter-

departmental communication 

& collaboration, project 

management and more with the 

help of Orchestry’s Workspace 

templates.

02 0301

Save hours and even 
days of coding and 
configuration of 
templates with Orchestry’s 

custom web parts that fill 

common M365 gaps, including 

advanced tasks and People web 

part.

Orchestry users save 2 hours, on average, setting up each Team or 
SharePoint site by leveraging pre-built business-first scenario templates.



Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with
Understand your entire Microsoft 365 environment. No scripts or Admin center hopping required.

Orchestry
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Get direct access to all 
areas in a Workspace 
including SharePoint, 
Teams, Notebooks, 
Planner, Admin centers 
and Azure AD.

Review SharePoint and 
MS Teams usage, activity, 
lifecycle status, and trends 
in a beautiful lightning-fast 
interface with Orchestry.

Identify potential issues 
like sprawl, data leaks, 
inactivity and take the right 
action, at the right time.

02 0301

Gain specific details on 
a Workspace including 
historical metrics, guest 
access, sensitivity, applied 
Policies and much more.

Actionable insights
Understand your entire Microsoft 365 environment.  
No scripts or Admin center hopping required.



Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with
Gain control over Microsoft 365 Guest Access and get ahead of security risks and issues without the added license costs.

Orchestry
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Guest Management
Gain control over Microsoft 365 Guest Access and get ahead 
of security risks and issues without the added license costs.

Orchestry users save 
USD$4.35M*, on average, 
(according to IBM’s 2022 
Cost of Data Breach Report) 
by avoiding security 
breaches and data leaks.

$4.35M

Give the Workspace Owners the power to see all guests within a Team, 
their status, invite redemptions and even resend invites.

Easily access the insights on the full Lifecycle of Guests, from the 
moment they were invited to the moment it makes sense to remove them.

Know everything you need to know about Guests by requiring Workspace 
Owners to capture additional information, before making approval decisions.

Implement a repeatable Guest review process to ensure compliance, 
reduce security risks and issues.



Lift the lid on all existing 

Teams or SharePoint 

sites with Orchestry’s 

Actionable Insights to 

understand usage and 

identify ones that require 

deletion or archival.

Save hours by 

automatically engaging 

content owners to clean 

up inactive Teams and 

add metadata to the 

actively used Teams and 

SharePoint sites.

Set yourself up for 

future success by defining 

governance policies 

around the creation, 

naming, retention and 

disposition of Teams, Sites 

and Groups.

Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with
Tame Microsoft 365 sprawl in hours and set course for controlled self-service 
provision of Microsoft Teams, Groups, SharePoint and Communication sites.

Orchestry
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Orchestry users 
clean up 75% of 
their unused Teams, 
on average, in the 
first 10 days of using 
Orchestry.

M365 Cleanup
Tame Microsoft 365 sprawl in hours and set course  
for controlled self-service provisioning of workspaces.



Templating MS Teams Channels

Templating MS Teams Tabs

Templating Owner and Member 
Management

Workspace Approval Workflows

Templating SharePoint Online

Standardizing Naming Policies

Orchestry fully supports templating of MS Teams Channels, both Private and Public.

Orchestry’s intelligent cloning of MS Teams Tabs includes full configuration across any 
tab type.

Orchestry delivers default owners and members for MS Teams and SharePoint Online 
to enforce governance. 

Orchestry provides the ability to define approval processes for each Workspace type.

Orchestry provides full support for SharePoint Communication Sites and Team Sites 
including support for lists, libraries, pages, web parts and other configuration options.

Advanced naming policies are included in Orchestry for MS Teams / SharePoint Online 
naming, Group Naming and SharePoint URL construction. 

(with AAD Premium)

Feature Microsoft 
365

Orchestry Details

 = included  /           = excluded

Templating Teams Permissions

Workspace Targeting

Templating Microsoft Planner

Templating OneNote Files

Templating Microsoft Lists

Templating/Provisioning with 
Custom Metadata

Orchestry allows defining and copying Team Owner and Member permissions for Teams.

Orchestry enables you to target Workspace templates based on Active Directory groups.

Orchestry delivers full support for any number of plans per group including buckets 
and tasks.

Orchestry fully supports OneNote files including tabs and sections.

 Orchestry delivers full support for any number of Microsoft Lists to be included in 
Workspace Templates.

Orchestry provides the ability to create your own organizational meta data that will need to
be entered when requesting a Team, Group or Site.

*

Templating  Custom Features

Templating Custom Document 
Templates

Provisioning Suggested 
Features, Documents, Users 
and Channels

Orchestry enables defining your own custom features such as SPFx Web Parts, Lists, 
Libraries or other custom actions.

Orchestry enables you to define and attach document templates to Teams or 
SharePoint Online Sites.

Orchestry enables suggesting features, documents, users and channels when creating 
Workspaces.

Orchestry delivers a full directory experience including search, sort and filter for all 
types of sites in Microsoft 365.Workspaces Directory

Attach/Assign Custom 
Metadata

Sensitivity Labels at the 
Template Level

Filtering Based on Sensitivity 
Label 

Control User Access to 
Sensitivity Labels

Reporting and Insights in 
One Interface 

Distributed Governance 

Extensive Archive Policies in 
Microsoft 365 

Provisioning Governance 
Policies

Orchestry allows attaching and defining governance policies for Sites and Teams.

Orchestry enables the ability to define and attach custom metadata to any type of 
Team, Site or Group (new or existing) in Microsoft 365.

Orchestry allows you to determine sensitivity labels at the template level and integrate 
them into the provisioning process.

The Orchestry Workspace Directory can be filtered on the basis of the sensitivity label 
applied to each workspace.

Orchestry enables you to control access of sensitivity labels for end users, allowing you 
to make only a subset of them available if needed. 

Orchestry allows you to generate rich reports based on the usage, activity, and policy 
configuration of workspaces. 

Orchestry takes the load off IT by involving members and owners of workspace for 
long-term enforcement of governance policies.   

With Orchestry you can do more than archiving, like remediating teams, copy over 
content and retain information without risking deletion. 

Orchestry beyond standard Microsoft 365Orchestry

Unlock the full power of Microsoft 365 with Orchestry
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Try Orchestry today
Enjoy the full Orchestry experience for 28 days.

Trusted by thousands of IT admins, and leading Microsoft 365 partners worldwide.

Fully secure application attested by SOC2 Security certification.

Full features, zero commitment.

No credit card required.

Orchestry apps installation takes less than 15 minutes.

No obligation – if Orchestry is not your cup of tea, simply delete the apps at the end 
of the trial and all the content you created using Orchestry will remain.

Start free trial today or get in touch at hello@orchestry.com

Email Twitter LinkedIn

Start Free Trial Today
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